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observing how much its place changes when referred t o  the 
stars, by the change of position of the observer during this 
interval of time. The month of September will also be the 
best time for making drawings of the spots seen on the disk 
of Mars. 

Jupiter. 

Jupiter is; in July, the most interesting object in the 
skies. On July 1, Jupiter rises at 6h. 37m. P.M., and sets 
at 3h. 37m. A.M. of the next day. On July 31. Jupiter rises 
at 4h. 26m. P.M., and sets at lh. 26m. A.M. of next day. 
Late in July, Jupiter comes to the meridian at 9 P.M., at an 
altitude of about 25'. 

On July 4, at 9h. 30m. P.M., only three satellites of Jupi
ter will be seen, the first being in transit across the face of 
Jupiter; on the 7th of July, at 9 P.M., the largest satellite 
will not be seen, because it will be behind the planet; on the 
Sth of July the smallest satellite will be invisible. because it 
will be on the face of the planet; on the 20th and 27th of 
July the nearest satellite will not be seen at 9 P.M., because 
t is in front of the planet; the smallest will be invisible on 
he 24th, because it is behind the planet. On the 2Sth, a little 

after 9 P.M., a satellite will come out from the shadow of 
Jupiter. The best time to watch Jupiter, with a small glass, 
s when some one of the satellites is. out of sight, as the re-

J titutifit �mtritltu. 

!tUtut �mtritau aud e1lortigu �attut�. 
Notice to Patentees. 

Inventors who are desirons of disposing of their pateritswould find it 
greatly to their advantage to have them illustrated in the.SOIENTIFIC AMER
ICAN. We are prepared to get up first-class WOOD ENGRAVINGS of inven
tions of merit, and publish them in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN on very 
reasonable terms. 

We shall be pleased to make estimates as to cost of engravings on receipt 
of photographs, sketches, or copies of patents. After publication, the 
cuts become the property of the person ordering them, and will be found 
of value for circulars and for publication in other papers. 

NEW AGRICULTURAL INVENTIONS. 

IMPltoVED MILK COOLER. 

Elmore D. Bennett, Allegany, N. Y.-This invention relates to improve· 
ments in milk-cooling pans by which any quantity or mess of milk may 
be cooled separately from that in the remaining pans of the vat, the pans 
being cooled by spring water direct, or by water passing through an ice re
ceptacle, the cold water being conducted around the pans, and drawl' off 
at the end. A water vat is provided with any number of pans resting on 
cross pieces, and retained by fastening devices in the vat. The cold water 
is agitated by one or more rubber-lined partition strips, that are set lat
erally across the pans, and the vat divided by detachable partition strips 
into several vats, as required. 

IMPROVED FRUIT DRYER. 

appearance is very interesting. William S. Plummer, Portlaud, Oregou.-This is au improved apparatus 
Saturn. for dryiug fruit, so coustructed as to euable large q uautities of fruit to be 

o J I 1 S t ' t 11h 7 P M a d sets at 10h dried at the same time, the dryiug beiug doue quickly aud eveuly. The n u y , a urn rIses a . m. • ., n • firebox, iuto which fuel is iuserted through a chute, leadiug iu through the 
25m. A.M. of the next day. On July 31, Saturn rises at 9h' l liUiUg aud case, aud which is provided with a door at its ou�er end. Upou 
7m. P.M., and sets at Sh.23m. A.M. of the next day. the top of the firebox is formed a square drum, which projects beyoud the 

Mars and Saturn are in conjunction on the 27th Mars be- sides of the firebox aud has pipes passed throngh aud secured in holes iu 

ing lower than Saturn in altitude. During the la�t week in the top aud �ttom plates of its sa�d projectiug parts, �o that 
.
the fiame of 

• the fire may CIrculate around the pIpes aud heat the aIr passmg through 
July, Mars, JupIter, and Saturn can all be seen at 10 P.M. them. The smoke lIud other heated products of combustiou pass iuto a coil 
Jupiter in the southwest, Mars and Saturn in the southeast. which passes arouud the drum, aud from which a pipe leads out through 

Uranus. the liuiug aud case. 

On July 1, Uranus rises at Sh. 6m. A.M., and sets at 9h. 
54m. P.M. On July 31, Uranus rises at 6h. 16m. A.M., and 
sets at Sh. P.M. 

Sun Spots. 

The report is from May 19 to June 15, inclusive. The ob
servation of May 19 showed a large spot coming on, but 
clouds prevented another observation until May 24, when a 
group was seen near the center. The spot seen on May 19 
had probably broken up to form this. On May 26 the group 
was visible, but was very faint, and on May 27 it could not 
be found. From May 2S to June 4 the disk appeared to be 
free from spots. On June 5 a group of large spots was ob
served on the eastern limb, but clouds prevented observa
tions, and, when next seen, it was near the center. On June 
13 it could not be found, and it must have disappeared after 
passing the center. At the present date, June 15, the disk 
appears to be free from spots. 

DECISIONS OF THE COURTS, 

United States District Coun.-Dlstrlct 01' Connecticut. 

AUGER PATENT.-RICHARD P. BRUFF, trustee, VB. WILLIAM A. IVES. 

[In Equity.-Before Shipman, J.-Decided April 12, 1877.] 
Shipman, J.: 

This is a bill iu equity, cha.rgiug au iufriugemeut by the defeudaut of re
ssued Letters Pateut No. 5,624, dated October 21, 1873, which· were issued 
oRichardP. Bruff, assiguee of James Swau, for au Improvemeut in ma

. chiuery for mauufacturiug curved or gauge-lIp augers. The origiual pat
eut was issued to said Swan Juue 9, 1868. Smce the suit was bronght the 
pateut has beeu assigued by the plamtiff aud uo injunction is now asked. 

In the manufacture of augers the eud of the bit-blauk is first c1l.toutinto 
a trident-like shape, and the body of the blank is then twisted into the 
form of an auger. The ceutral proug at the eud of the blank becomes the 

pivotof the auger, aud the two other prougs become the floor-lips or cut
iug edges. Formerly, these Cllttiug edges were formed by haud. The 

operation of bringing or drawing the Clltting edges so as to start from the 
base of the screw, and to contmue in a liue with the axis of the thread 
upon the pivot.of tne anger, was a diftlcult oue and required skilled labor. 
Thepatentee describes the object and nature uf his invention as follows: 

" Ill making au�ers or bits of the above description, uamely, Cllrved or 

. t
gauge-lip augers, It is necessary to leave a sufficient thickness of metal at 
he bit to admit of the point or screw beiug formed, after which the lips 

require to be reduced and brought to a knife-like edge at their cutting 
parts, which process is termed upsetting, and has hitherto been done by 
hand; but the most skillful workman can scarcely obtain a perfect form 
of cutters, and perfect uniformity in the two lips is rarely ever obtained. 
In my invention I employ griping or clamping Jaws that grasp and firmly 
hold the aU"�r blank Just above the lip, the jaws being fitted to receive the 
helical threads of the auger blank, and, in connection with these jaws, 

waging or drawing dies, to which is imparted a rotative movement while 
hey are in contact with the lips of the blank, such rotative movement up
etting the auger lips and forming them to shape against the griped dies." 
The machine consists, in ,general, of two jaws, connected at one end by 

a pivot, which have dies mserted in their opposite ends, to receive and 
hold the screw portion of the auger while its Clltters or lips are being oper
ated upon. The specification describes the dies as follows: "The upper 
surfaces of the dies, B B, are grooved or hollowed out to conform to the 
desired shape of the lips or cutters, as shown at C C." An arbor is fitted 
upon the socket of a curved standard, which arbor rotates and moves lon
gitudinally to and from the auger or bit. To the lower end of the arbor the 

waging or drawing dies are fitted. These dies act upon the lips or cut
ers of the bit when the arbor is moved, and. the lips are drawn out to a 
hin edge against the ends of the jaws by the rotative and forward action 

of the swaging dies. * * * 
Decree in favor of the plaintiff for an accounting, and a reference to a 

master. 
[Thomas L. Livermore and BenJaminF. T hurston, for flaintiff. 
Oharles R. Ingersoll and John S. Beach, for defendants. 

Inventions Patented In England by Anterlcans. 
May 25 to June 7, 1877, Inclusive. 

IMPROVED CORN PLANTER AND GRAIN DRILL. 

John L. Hill, Climax, Kan.-This machine is convertible, being adapted 
for use both as a com planter and drilL When used as a cultivator suita
ble adjnstment brings the concave sides of two inner cutters of each set 
inward to move the soil toward the plants, and the concave sides of the 
outer cutter of each set outward to hold the cutters against lateral move
ment. 

IMPROVED SULKY ATTACHMENT FOR PLOWS. 

William K. Bushnell, Burlington, Wis.-This improved sulky attachment 
for plows is so constructed as to leave the plow free to run in and out of 
the ground, to prevent it from wabbling, and to enable it to be readily con
trolled. 

IMPROVED HORSE HAY RAKE. 

John Badger, Belvidere, Ill.-This embodies improvements in horse hay 
rakes, by which the hay is cleaned completely from the rake teeth in dump
ing, and the teeth locked into rigid position when in operation, and readily 
adjnsted to different heights from the ground, 

IMPROVED HARROW. 

David McIlrevey, Riceville, Iowa.-This harrow is so constructed that it 
will adjnst itself to any unevenness of the surface of the soil. It cannot 
injure the horses or the driver by being thrown against the�, and may be 
readily adjusted into a large or a s mall harrow, as required. 

IMPROVED GRAIN SEPARATOR. 

Louis V. Davis, Elkader, lowa.-This is an improved grain separator of 
simple construction, which is mainly designed for the purpose of cleaning 
seed grain, so that the best and heaviest grain only may be employed for 
seeding. A novel feature is the combination with the trunk of a horizontal 
fan casing and air passages, said fan being arranged directly above said 
air trunk, so that its casing may serve to deflect and divide the ascending 
current, as set forth. 

IMPROVED TRANSPLANTER AND FERTILIZER. 

John H. Nolan and Benjamin Fitzpatrick, Chambers county, Ala.-The 
operation of this improved apparatns is as follows: The tube is filled with 
a fertilizing liquid, and a plant is placed on the ground. One handle is 
grasped by one hand and another handle by the other. The instrument is 
forced into the earth, carrying the plant with it by means of the hook. 
The rod is now drawn upward until the valve closes the tube and a second 
valve is opened, permitting a quantity of the fertilizer to escape. The 
valve is allowed to close when a handle is moved downward, forcing wings 
together, and carrying the earth around the plant. 

.. � .... 

NEW MECHANICAL AND ENGINEERING INVENTIONS. 

IMPROVED ELECTRO-MAGNETIC BOILER-FEED REGULATOR. 

Richard A. Hays, Elgin, Ill.-This invention consists of a lever connected 
with a steam supply valve of a boiler-feed pump, or with a valve in the 
water supply pipe, and with the armature of two series of electro-magnets, 
the said magnets being connected with a relay, which directs the . Cllrrent 
through either series as may be required. When water is at the required 
level in the boiler, a float supports a spindle so that a guide touches a rod, 
completing the electrical circuit of the battery, exciting the relay magnet 
so that its armature is drawn toward it and into contact with the post. By 
this means a cirCllit is established, and the long arm of a lever is drawn 
toward a valve, which is thereby nearly closed, and remains so as long as 
the CllITent is uncha.nged and the steam pump is only normally active. 
When the water drops in the boiler the float falls, and the current through 
the wires is broken, and the spring hreaks the battery connection with the 
magnets and draws the long arm of th� lever from the valve, opening the 
valve and admitting steam to the feed pump, which works with increased 
rapidity until the required water level is attained. 

IMPROVED STEAM PLOW AND SCRAPING ATTACHMENT TO 

it down again it is secured in position by a fasteuing bolt at the top passing 
through an extension flange of the receptacle. 

IMPROVED SAND PUMP REEL. 

William J. McKee, Petrolia, Pa.-This consists of the drive wheel of a 
sand pump reel, having rim, spokes, and hub in one piece, and provided 
with ears, rods, and nuts at the end of rods. By means of the nuls on the 
threaded portion of these rods the wheel may be drawn upon the tapering 
portion of the shaft as tightly as may be desired. 

IMPROVED ALARM LOCK. 

George W. Graham, Grand Junction, Tenn.-This invention consists' of 
toothed bolts, moving at right angles to each other when engaged by a cog
wheel turned by a key after the common spring bolt is withdrawn. The 
vertical bolt lifts the crossbar and rings a bell on opening. 

IMPROVED PUMP. 

Jeremiah F. Furnas and William W. Furnas, Dysart, lowa.-This device
may be nsed either as a force or liftin� pump at pleasure. It is made 
to answer both purposes without stufting boxes. The piston and cylinder 
are submerged, which renders it unnecessary to prime it, and obviates 
freezing. 

IMPROVED SURGE RELIEVER FOR STEERING APPARATUS. 

Robert M. Mountfort, Brunswick, Me.-This invention is intended to 
prevent the twisting off of the rudder from the rudderhead by the pressure 
or power of the waves dashing on the rudder; and it consists of Cllshion . 
ing devices attached to the tackle blocks at both sides of the rudderhead. 

IMPROVED HOISTING AND CONVEYING APPARATUS. 

Francis A. Clarkson, Black Brook, N. Y.-This apparatns for hoisting 
and conyeying coal, casks, and other articles, is so constructed that it may 
be shifted laterally, as may be required. It embodies several new and in
genious devices calculated to add to its strength and efficiency, but which 
cannot be intelligibly explained without the aid of drawings. 
IMPROVED MACHINE FOR PUNCHING AND SHEARING METAL. 

Alfred Lee, Forest Grove, Oregan.-This invention consists of a toggle 
joint and two hand levers, and a peculiar arrangement of links for connect
ing the same, in combination with a punch and shears. By moving either 
or both of the levers the toggle joint is straightened, and the jaw moved 
downward with sufficient force to shear metal placed between the jaws, or 
to punch anything placed on the die in the recess in the standard. 

IMPROVED NEEDLE CLAMp FOR SEWING MACHINES. 

Joseph Y. Morton, Winchester, Ky.-This invention consists in the 
arrangement of a clamping bolt, having a head for clamping . the needle, 
and a shank that extends into a transverse hole bored in the lower end of 
the needle bar. It is notched to engage a wedge-shaped projection on a 
rod that extends upward in a hole bored longitudinally through the needle 
bar, and is capable of being drawn upward by a milled screw at the top of 
the needle har, so as to draw the clamping bolt into the bar and clamp the 
needle. 

IMPROVED BOILER. 

Robert Excell, Chicago,Ill.-This is an improved boiler for heating 
greenhonses, etc. Arched pipes are provided, the lower ends of which are 
connected with holes in the lower parts of the inner wall of the boiler. 
The pipes pass up along the inner wall of the boiler, and their upper ends 
are connected with a larger pipe passing longitudinally along the crown 
arch of the inner wall of the bOiler, and its forward end is connected with 
a circulator. 

IMPROVED DEVICES FOR CUTTING AND PUNCHING SHEET 
METAL FOR CURVED PIPE ELBOWS. 

Greene Choate, East Saginaw, Mich.-Two inventions. In the first the 
bed of the shears has a Clltting edge which is formed on an ogee or 
reversed curve. Arms project irom the bed, and to them the arms of 
the curved shear blade are pivoted. The curved shear blade is the counter
part of the Cllrved cutting edge of the bed. Eyes project downward from 
the arms of the shear blade for receiving rods that connect the same with 
a foot lever. A spring is attached to one of the arms and bears against a 
projection for throwing the curved shear blade upward. A sheet of metal, 
having been punched by another machine, is placed upon the bed of the 
shears, with two of its perforations on registering pins, when the curved 
shear blade is forced down by means of a foot lever, and the sheet is severed 
along the line of the cutting edge . 

The second device consists of a table having arranged across "l1e of it� 
ends a series of dies, a guide containing a gang of punches fitted to the 
dies, and a lever for driving the punche •• 

IMPROVED TILE MACmNE. 

George S. Clark and William M. Pursell, of Piqua, 0., assignors to said 
Clark and John O'Ferrall & Co., of same place.-This invention relates to 
the shaft and journal boxes ofthe machines; and it consists mainly m the 
combination of a square or . polygonal shaftwith collars that form the jour
nals of the same, and with journal boxes and their supports • 

• 'I' .. 

NEW WOODWORKING AND HOUSE AND CARRIAGE 

BUILDING INVENTIONS, 

IMPROVED CAR HEATER. 

Edgar O. Huntington, Saginaw City, Mich., assignor to him.elf and San
ford S. Perkins, of same place.�This relates to that class of car heaters 
which are suspended below the bed frame of the car and charged from the 
outside of the same. It consists of a stove surrounded by a casing, to 
which air is supplied through side registers, to be heated up and transmit
ted, through drums with registers, to' the interior of the car. 

IMPROVED DRAFT EQUALIZER. 

Levi W. Frederick, Hall, Ind.-This is a simple evener that maybe used 
for two or more horses. It can be readily adjusted to distribute the load 
eve�ly between the horses, permits of the easy movement of each horse, 
and may readily be shifted to accommodate the required number of 
horses. 

.. � .... 

NEW MISCELLANEOUS INVENTIONS. 

IMPROVED SAFETY ATTACHMENT FOR POCKETBOOKS. 

BLIND FUBNITUBE.-C. De Quillfeldt, New York city. 
CLOSDIG BAGS.-A. M. Underhill, New York city. 

CARS. Thomas Fergnson, Parkersburg, lowa.-This is an attachment for poc-

CORSET, ETC.-L. C. Werner, New York CIty. 
CUTTING RAILS.-D. McCandless, Pittsburgh, Pac 
DREDGING MACHINE.-D. Moor, Waterville, Me. 
F EEDING FILE CUTTERS .-H. B. Nickerson, Boston, Mass. 
FOLDING PAPER, ETC.-S. D. Tucker, New York city. 
HEATING CARS.-CarHeating and Brake Co., Albion, N. Y. 
HORSESHOE MACHINE.-J. W. Chewning, Jr., Shadwell, Va. 

HORSESI'IOE MACHINERY, ETC.-J. D. Btllings, New York city. 
LAMP.-G. Chappel, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
LU:BRICANT.-P. Sweeney eta�., New York city. 
ORDNAN CE.-B. B. Hotchkiss, Paris1 France .  
PLIERS,. ETC.-C . N .  Thorpe, Philadelphia, Pa. 
ROLLING MACHINERY.-A. Reese, Pittsburgh, Pac 
SASH FASTENER .-N. Thompson (of Brooklyn,N. Y.), London, England. 
SELF-LUBRICATING JOURNAL.-P. Sweeney et aI., New York city. 
SPLITTING L EATHER.-J. A. Salford (of Boston, Mass .), London, England. 
STRINGED MUSICAL INSTRUMENT.-M. H. Collins. Mass. 
TWIST DRILL, ETO.-C. F. Jacobson et al., New York city. 
URINAL.-J. W. Osborne, Washington, D. C. 
WATER CLOSET VALVE, ETO.-F. E. Kernochan, Pittsfield, Mass. 

Samuel T. Shankland, Laramie, Wyoming Territory.-This invention is ketbooks of all kinds, by which the same may be secured easily to the 
an improved steam plowmg and scrapmg attachment to cars, by WhICh the 

I 
pocket lining m such a manner that It cannot be WIthdrawn except by first 

plowing and scraping can be accomplished simultaneonsly with any num- releasing the f�steni�g .devi�e. It consists �f a base plate attached to the 
ber of plows or scrapers at both sides of the track, and thereby the work pocketbook WIth a slIdmg pm that enters rRlsed gnard sockets of the base 
executed by the power of a locomotive with few himds. It consists of a plate and attaches the pOCketbook to the lining by being passed through 
car with a centrally pivoted plow crossbeam, having hinged scraper beam the same. 

IMPROVED FURNITURE SPRING. extensions. A second car, with sliding beams gnided in side boxes of the 
first car, is moved forward and backward by a locomotive, and operates 
by chains attached to the ends of sliding ooams anddrawhead of the mova
ble car, a number of scrapers to and from the track, to carry the dirt up 
to the track after the ground has been plowed by the direct action of the 
locomotive and plows of crossbeam. 

IMPROVED CAR AXLE BOX. 
Richard B. Eason, New York city, assignor to himself and SllasA. Allen, 

of same place.- This consists of a car axle box having a flanged oil cham
ber or receptacle with an exit spout coming in contact with the packing 
of the journal. The oil receptacle turn s in bearings 0 f the box, to bring 
the exit tube-below a top opening for filling the same with oil. On turning 
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John H. Dnstan and Daniel W. Akin, Spartansburg, Pa.-This consists 
of a bed bottom consisting of longitudinal plate springs that have ends 
meeting, lapping, and fastened together subjacently, their continuity en
abling them to sustain the spiral springs. 

IMPROVED HORSESHOE. 

Jose R. Cancio, Pol, liIpain.-This horseshoe is applied to the hoof by 
means of a metallic band, of a suitable width and strength, which may be 
lined with leather or other material at the under side, so as to produce a 
tight frictional contact with the hoof. 'l'he shoe and band are connected 
with each other by front and lateral straps, which are riveted to the calks 
and secured by eyes and fastening screws at their upper ends to the band. 
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